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Letter of Support 
 
 

Vienna, February 11th, 2019 
 
 
Dear prof. Lovász, 
 
In my name and in the name of my colleagues at the Institute for Austrian Historical 
Research (Institut für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung) at the University of 
Vienna (see: https://geschichtsforschung.univie.ac.at/en/about-us/), I’m writing to 
express our solidarity with the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and its internationally 
highly respected research institutes. 
 
We’re watching the current developments in the Hungarian academic sphere with 
grave concern. In particular the so-called “program of excellence” launched by the 
Hungarian Ministry for Innovation and Technology on January 31st, 2019, according 
to which the research network of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences has to apply 
for its basic funding, created a situation where the further functioning of this well-
established and internationally renowned institution seems to be impossible. In spite 
of the growing popularity of project-based founding for research institutions, we know 
of no other examples where the financial backing for the maintenance of the entire 
institutional framework, including basic costs, such as heating, electricity, the salaries 
of the institution’s administrative stuff and auxiliary personnel would have to be fully 
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covered from competitive research grants. The fact that the assessment procedure of 
the tenders for this “program of excellence” is unclear leaves space for grave 
concerns whether the decision would be based on academic merit. It is our firm 
conviction that the freedom of academic life from political interest is one of the pillars 
of a functioning democracy and vigorous intellectual inquiry. Therefore we express 
our support for the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and trust that the integrity of its 
network of research institutes, with its venerable traditions and promising potential, 
will be preserved, and that the autonomy of scientific research in Hungary can be 
further maintained. 
 
In the name of the whole community of the Institute for Austrian Historical Research 
at the University of Vienna, 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
      (Univ.-Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Thomas Winkelbauer) 
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